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On Thursday, March 21st, 2019 at 7:30 PM, Rev. Compton led a very stimulating and informative Divine 

Principle study with eleven participants in the Cheon Hwa Gung Main House. For one of the participants, 

it was their first time hearing the Divine Principle. For that person's sake, Rev. Compton did an overview 

of the Divine Principle from Adam and Eve all the way to the preparation for the Second Coming in 

fifteen minutes! He managed to portray the essence of the Divine Principle with amazing simplicity as 

well as passion. It was truly an amazing feat! 

 

Following the introduction, Rev. Compton continued on by explaining how the world split into two main 

camps in the past century: the Cain type view of life which culminated as Communism and the Abel type 

view of life which begat modern Christianity. He explained the significance of the World Wars in God's 

providence which included WWIII; the clash of ideas between Atheistic Communism and Christianity. 

 

He ended by giving the participants some bad news, but also some good news. The bad news is that 

Christianity has declined, leaving it unable to solve the many difficult problems of the world that we still 

struggle with today. But the good news is that there is still so much hope! Someone has come with the 

truth and a way back to God. This person is Rev. Sun Myung Moon. Rev. Compton brought it full circle 

when he explained that Rev. Moon's tradition of the Blessing is what frees us from Adam and Eve's 

original mistake, removes us from that false lineage, and connects us to God's lineage which was His 

original intention. 

 

It was, overall, an incredibly interesting and inspiring night! 

 

Please consider joining us every Thursday evening for Divine Principle study with Rev. Compton! This 

coming Thursday we will start fresh with Chapter 1! Hope to see you there!  


